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ABSTRACT
Binary Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarfs accreting mass from non-degenerate stellar companions
through the single-degenerate channel have reigned for decades as the leading explanation of Type Ia
supernovae. Yet, a comprehensive theoretical explanation has not yet emerged to explain the expected
properties of the canonical near-Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarf model. A simmering phase within the
convective core of the white dwarf leads to the ignition of one or more flame bubbles scattered across the
core. Consequently, near-Chandrasekhar-mass single-degenerate SNe Ia are inherently stochastic, and
are expected to lead to a range of outcomes, from subluminous SN 2002cx-like events, to overluminous
SN 1991T-like events. However, all prior simulations of the single-degenerate channel carried through
the detonation phase have set the ignition points as free parameters. In this work, for the first time,
we place ignition points as predicted by ab initio models of the convective phase leading up to ignition,
and follow through the detonation phase in fully three-dimensional simulations. Single-degenerates
in this framework are characteristically overluminous. Using a statistical approach, we determine the
56Ni mass distribution arising from stochastic ignition. While there is a total spread of & 0.2M
for detonating models, the distribution is strongly left-skewed, and with a narrow standard deviation
of ' 0.03M. Conversely, if single-degenerates are not overluminous but primarily yield normal or
failed events, then the models require fine-tuning of the ignition parameters, or otherwise require
revised physics or progenitor models. We discuss implications of our findings for the modeling of
single-degenerate SNe Ia.
Keywords: supernovae: general — supernovae: individual (1991T, 2002cx) — hydrodynamics — white
dwarfs
1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous classic works identified white dwarfs accret-
ing to near the Chandrasekhar mass Mch in binary sys-
tems as candidate progenitors of Type Ia supernovae
(SNe Ia) – e.g. Arnett (1969), Whelan & Iben (1973),
and Nomoto et al. (1984). This classic picture was long
thought to provide an explanation for the uniformity of
brightnesses observed in SNe Ia (Phillips 1993).
The nature of the dominant production channel for
SNe Ia has long been unclear (Branch et al. 1995) and
more recently, the classic picture of nearMch progenitors
has been substantially revised, with single-degenerates
now widely believed to be rare in nature. The single-
degenerate channel has been shown to be inconsistent
with a range of constraints, including the delay-time
distribution, the absence of hydrogen, and the absence
of companions (Maoz et al. 2014). Single-degenerates
are also inconsistent with observational and theoretical
rate predictions (Maoz & Mannucci 2012). However,
recent observations have provided strong evidence that
Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarf SNe Ia do occur in at
least some systems in nature. Hard X-ray spectra of the
3C 397 supernova remnant (SNR) are consistent with
electron captures which arise during nuclear burning
at high densities typical of Chandrasekhar-mass white
dwarfs (Yamaguchi et al. 2014, 2015). Additional X-
ray and infrared observations of the Kepler SNR suggest
that it was an overluminous single-degenerate supernova
(Katsuda et al. 2015). Furthermore, the pre-maximum
light shock signature detected in both a subluminous
SN Ia 2012cg (Marion et al. 2016) and a normal SN
Ia iPTF14atg (Cao et al. 2015) similar to theoretical
predictions of the shock interaction with the compan-
ion star (Kasen 2010), although these observations have
also been contested (Kromer et al. 2016; Shappee et al.
2018).
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2A large body of theoretical and computational work
has explored possible mechanisms for single-degenerate
SNe Ia (Maoz & Mannucci 2012). Many single-
degenerate explosion mechanisms begin with a de-
flagration in the convective core of a near-MCh WD
(Nomoto et al. 1984). From this common starting
point, authors have explored the possibility of pure
deflagrations (Ro¨pke et al. 2007a; Jordan et al. 2012;
Kromer et al. 2013), deflagration-to-detonation transi-
tions (DDTs) (Khokhlov (1991); Ro¨pke et al. (2007b);
Seitenzahl et al. (2013); Malone et al. (2014); Mart´ınez-
Rodr´ıguez et al. (2017); Dave et al. (2017) and many
more, and gravitationally-confined detonations (GCDs)
(Plewa et al. 2004; Ro¨pke et al. 2007b; Townsley et al.
2007; Jordan et al. 2008; Meakin et al. 2009; Seitenzahl
et al. 2016). The viability of the proposed explosion
mechanisms hinges crucially on the nature of the flame
ignition during the convective phase. In particular,
the GCD mechanism relies upon an offset ignition to
buoyantly drive the flame bubble through breakout.
Because the vigor of the GCD mechanism relies upon
maintaining the WD intact until the ash collides at a
point opposite of breakout, its viability is diminished
as the ignitions become more centrally concentrated
and multi-point. In contrast, a pure deflagration model
produces good agreement with observations of the sub-
class of SNe Iax (Kromer et al. 2013), but requires a
vigorous deflagration phase with several simultaneous
near-central ignitions. Both the pure deflagration and
the GCD mechanism require that the flame surface does
not undergo a transition to a detonation prior to break-
out, as the DDT model does. Furthermore, there exists
the possibility that a detonation does not arise during
the initial ash collision subsequent to breakout, and
that the WD remains gravitationally bound, leading
to a subsequent contraction and a detonation through
the pulsationally-assisted GCD (PGCD) mechanism
(Garc´ıa-Senz & Bravo 2005; Jordan et al. 2012).
Because the ignition of a flame bubble in the convec-
tive core of the white dwarf is inherently stochastic, out-
comes ranging from subluminous through overluminous
SNe Ia are expected to arise in Chandrasekhar-mass
SNe Ia. The ignition arises within a highly-turbulent
(Reynolds number Re ∼ 1015) convective flow (Isern
et al. 2017), with the detailed outcome critically de-
pendent upon the high-end tail of the temperature dis-
tribution. For many years, the distribution of ignition
points was poorly constrained by theory and simulation
(Garcia-Senz & Woosley 1995; Woosley et al. 2004).
Early studies suggested multi-point ignitions as a vi-
able scenario, which has only been revised recently as it
became possible to begin to simulate these crucial last
minutes of the simmering phase in full 3D simulations.
For example, Zingale et al. (2011) and Nonaka et al.
(2012) performed a numerical study for a WD with a
central density 2.2×109 g cm−3 and central temperature
6.25 × 108 K to determine the probability distribution
of hot spots triggering the deflagration phase. Zingale
et al. (2011) demonstrated that most ignitions for the
progenitor considered occur at a single point at radial
offsets below 100 km from the center, and most likely
at about 50 km. Consequently, these ab initio simula-
tions point towards a low amount of deflagration energy
resulting from a small single bubble, buoyancy-driven
ignition, in contrast to prior simulations which often in-
voked multiple-bubble ignitions. It has been known for
some time that such low-deflagration energies generally
lead to large amounts of Ro¨pke et al. (2007b) run a
series of simulations with off-centered ignitions demon-
strating an anti-correlation of deflagration yield and ig-
nition offset. However, initial offsets do not include ig-
nitions below 50 km, thus neglecting roughly half of the
ignitions expected from results in Nonaka et al. (2012).
Hillebrandt et al. (2007) propose that off-centered, lob-
sided explosions, such as those following the deflagration
phase simulated in Ro¨pke et al. (2007b), might explain
overluminous SN Ia events.
Recent theoretical work explored the physics of
stochastic ignition close to the WD’s center using
semi-analytic methods in-depth, and demonstrated
that single-bubble ignitions are generally buoyancy-
dominated, leading to a weak deflagration phase (Fisher
& Jumper 2015). Consequently, as Fisher & Jumper
(2015) argued, single-bubble ignitions tend to lead to
the production of a relatively large amount of 56Ni and
hence an overluminous SN Ia. This theoretical work was
soon given observational support when spectral model-
ing of the nebular phase of SNe Ia revealed the canonical
bright event SN 1991T had an inferred ejecta mass of
1.4 M (Childress et al. 2015). Most recently, Jiang
et al. (2018) have examined the early-phase light curves
of 40 SNe Ia in the optical, UV, and NUV, and demon-
strated that all six luminous 91T- and 99aa-like events
in their sample are associated with an early-excess con-
sistent with a 56Ni-abundant outer layer, as expected
in the GCD scenario. Subsequent three-dimensional
simulations of a buoyantly-driven single bubble ignition
confirmed a large amount of 56Ni consistent with SN
1991T (Seitenzahl et al. 2016). However, because the
stable IGEs tend to be buoyantly-driven in the GCD
model, Seitenzahl et al. (2016) found that the observed
stable IGEs at low velocities in their model could only
be reproduced along a line of sight centered around the
detonation region. While there are systemic differences
3in how the LEAFS code used by Seitenzahl et al. (2016)
treats subgrid scale turbulent nuclear burning in com-
parison to FLASH – see e.g. Jordan et al. (2008), it
is possible that the bulk of this inconsistency could be
rectified by a DDT as opposed to a GCD model. In par-
ticular, Fisher & Jumper (2015) noted that buoyantly-
driven ignitions will lead to a large amount of 56Ni and
an overluminous SNe Ia in both the DDT and GCD
models.
This recent observational and theoretical progress mo-
tivates the current study, in which we explore the in-
herent stochasticity of near-Chandrasekhar mass white
dwarfs in the single-degenerate channel, from ignition
through detonation. In Section 2, we shortly summarize
the simulation setup and the assumed initial hot spot
distribution. In Section 3, we describe the WD’s evolu-
tion from ignition to its possible detonation depending
on the ignition’s offset to the center of mass and link our
findings to the initial hot spot distribution. In Section 4,
we discuss possible uncertainties in our modeling before
summarizing our findings in Section 5.
2. METHODOLOGY
Our simulations were performed with the 3D Eule-
rian adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code FLASH 4.3
(Fryxell et al. 2000) solving the hydrodynamic equa-
tion with the directionally split piecewise-parabolic
method (PPM). We use a tabular Helmholtz equation
of state taking into account radiation, nuclei, electrons,
positrons and corrections for Coulomb effects, which re-
mains valid in the electron degenerate relativistic regime
(Timmes & Swesty 2000). Flame physics is modeled
by an advection-diffusion-reaction equation. Nuclear
energy generation is incorporated using a simplified
treatment of the flame energetics (Townsley et al. 2007,
2009, 2016). Self-gravity is accounted for by a multipole
solver (Couch et al. 2013) up to order l = 6 with isolated
boundary conditions.
The progenitor model of the white dwarf used assumes
a mass of 1.38 M and a uniform 50/50 carbon/oxygen
(C/O) composition. See Section 4 for a discussion of the
impact of non-zero stellar progenitor metallicity. The
white dwarf has a central temperature stratification, in-
cluding an adiabatic core with central density 2.2× 109
g cm−3 and temperature 7 × 108 K, pressure-matched
onto an isothermal envelope with temperature 107 K
(Jackson et al. 2010; Krueger et al. 2012). Furthermore,
the central density of our WD progenitor is a standard
value commonly considered in the literature, because
higher-central density WD progenitors produce anoma-
lously high abundances of Fe-peak elements, including
48Ca, 54Cr, and 66Zn (Meyer et al. 1996; Woosley 1997;
Nomoto et al. 1997; Brachwitz et al. 2000; Dave et al.
2017; Mori et al. 2018).
A very low density region surrounding the white
dwarf, sometimes referred to in the literature as “fluff,”
is required by Eulerian grid-based simulations, which
cannot treat empty space without some matter density.
The fluff is chosen to have an initial density of 10−3 g
cm−3 and temperature of 3× 107 K, and is dynamically
unimportant for the duration of the models presented
here.
Since the deflagration energy release and the nucle-
osynthetic yield of 56Ni hinges critically on the bubble
initial conditions, we investigate the earliest phases of
the bubble evolution in Section 3.1. The turbulent cas-
cade behaves fundamentally differently in 2D and 3D,
and influences our choices in determining the spatial di-
mensionality of the simulations presented here. In par-
ticular, in 2D, the turbulent cascade is inverse, proceed-
ing from smaller to larger scales (Kraichnan 1967). In
contrast, in 3D, the turbulent cascade proceeds directly,
from larger to smaller scales, where the energy is dissi-
pated at the smallest scales due to viscosity. In the early-
time simulations, the bubble remains laminar, and can
be simulated in 2D. The fundamental distinctions be-
tween turbulence in 2D and 3D have major ramifications
for studying longer timescales, on which the flame be-
comes fully turbulent, since physically-motivated flame-
turbulence interaction subgrid models can only be re-
alized in 3D. Consequently, all longer-time simulations,
in which the bubble enters a turbulent state have been
run in 3D with Cartesian geometry with a turbulence-
flame interaction model to capture enhanced burning
on subgrid scales. All 3D simulations were performed
both with and without the turbulence-flame interac-
tion (TFI) model (described below), thereby spanning a
range of possible outcomes on the flame propagation re-
sulting from unresolved turbulence. Test 2D simulations
in cylindrical coordinates led to unphysical behavior in
the turbulent phase, including spurious surface protu-
berances burning in the radial direction and thus signif-
icantly altering the simulation outcomes in comparison
to 3D models. Artificial outcomes were particularly sig-
nificant for runs with ignition points close to the center
of mass of the white dwarf, where unphysical burning in
the radial direction has the largest impact.
Our Cartesian domain extends from −6.5536×105 km
to +6.5536× 105 km in each direction, with a maximal
refinement down to ∆ = 4 km. We employ several re-
finement criteria, which are designed to follow the nu-
clear burning of the models at high resolution, while also
minimizing the resolution in the very low density regions
outside the white dwarf itself. Our simulations seek to
4maintain the highest resolution in the burning region be-
hind the flame surface, and employ a standard density
gradient criterion to refine when the density gradient
parameter exceeds 0.1, and derefines when it is beneath
0.0375. Further refinement criteria seek to derefine in
the fluff and in regions outside of active burning, dere-
fining one level if the energy generation rate is lower than
5×1017 erg g−1 cm−3, and completely to level one if the
density is below 103 g cm−3. Except for their resolution
and threshold, these criteria are the same as in Townsley
et al. (2009). Furthermore, because the ejected ash con-
tinues to expand over time, the computational cost of
following the ejected ash grows without bound. Conse-
quently, we impose an additional derefinement outside
a radius of 4000 km to ∆ = 128 km, which only im-
pacts the ejected mass. We increased this derefinement
radius to 6000 km for offsets r0 . 20 km, where the
pre-expansion can reach similar radii.
The single flame bubble’s initial size is limited by
the hydrodynamic resolution of our simulations. At a
resolution of ∆ = 4 km for the flame front, we as-
sume an initial spherical shape with radius is set to
R0 = 16 km. In order for this to be a reasonable as-
sumption, a self-consistent evolution since appearance
of the hot spot should yield a negligible velocity pro-
file and a self-similar evolution preserving sphericality
as discussed in Vladimirova (2007).
The consistency of assuming a spherical ignition point
can be assessed with simple physical arguments. The
flame polishing scale λfp = 4piS
2
l /(Ag), below which
perturbations on the surface are polished out (Timmes
& Woosley 1992), implies that even if the initial igni-
tion was non-spherical it would become spherical soon
afterwards. An explicit numerical test confirming this
was performed by Malone et al. (2014). Later pertur-
bations to the sphericality can arise from a turbulent
background flow and the buoyant rise. The background
flow is small compared to the laminar flame speed of
∼ 100 km/s, so that sphericality should initially be sus-
tained. The impact of the buoyant rise on sphericality
is closely linked to the question of a negligible initial
velocity field, whose amplitude however increases as the
bubble starts to rise. We assume the velocity field to be-
come relevant when the velocity from the gravitational
acceleration g reaches the order of the laminar velocity,
the stretching scale lfl. This should approximately cor-
responds to lfl = 2S
2
l /(Ag) (Malone et al. 2014), which
primarily depends on the offset near the white dwarf’s
center. A is the Atwood number of fuel and ash den-
sity. Note that this criterion is stricter by a factor of 2pi
compared to the criterion for sphericality due to pertur-
bations: The flame bubble is expected to stretch radially
before the wrinkles in the flame front are not polished
out anymore. Alternatively to above estimator for lfl,
we integrate the flame’s evolution based on (Fisher &
Jumper 2015) to determine when the bubble’s velocity
reaches the laminar flame speed, which is shown in Ta-
ble 1. Only at small radial bubble offsets r0 from the
center, which we are particularly interested in, fulfill this
condition. This length scales with r−10 and therefore
the condition allows large bubbles at low offsets. As
Fisher & Jumper (2015) argue that there is a critical
offset at which the deflagration will burn through the
core, vastly changing the overall deflagration yield and
thus its possible detonation, a completely self-consistent
evolution would be desirable at these offsets. However,
we are effectively limited by the required computational
resources and resolution. As an alternative for such self-
consistent treatment, we evolve 2D models for the linear
phase, where deviations to 3D outcomes should be neg-
ligible, which we can resolve sufficiently well.
We incorporate a turbulence-flame interaction model
presented in Jackson et al. (2014) implementing a spe-
cific model of power-law wrinkling based on that pro-
posed by Charlette et al. (2002). The reaction front is
modeled by a reaction-diffusion front which propagates
with a speed based upon the estimated physical features
of the wrinkled physical flame whose width is, for most
of the interior of the WD, many orders of magnitude
smaller than the computational grid scale. Due to the
interaction of turbulence with the flame, the location of
the reaction front, as coarsened to a filter scale ∆ con-
sisting of a few grid cells, is approximated to propagate
at a turbulent flame speed st = Ξsl, where sl is the phys-
ical laminar flame speed, and Ξ is called the wrinkling
factor. The wrinkling is given by
Ξ =
(
1 +
∆
ηc
)1/3
, (1)
where ηc is the cutoff scale for wrinkling, and is depen-
dent upon local properties of both the turbulence and
the physical flame. In this model, ηc is the inverse of
the mean curvature of the flame surface, and is deter-
mined by assuming equilibrium between subgrid flame
surface creation due to wrinkling by the turbulence and
flame surface destruction by flame surface propagation
and diffusion. This turbulence-flame interaction model
leads to a turbulent flame speed st that is approximately
equal to the characteristic speed of turbulent fluctua-
tions on the filter scale, u′∆ at intermediate densities,
108-109 g cm−3, as can be seen in Figure 4 in Jack-
son et al. (2014). The turbulent flame speed falls off
to the laminar flame speed at lower densities where the
flame is too thick and slow to support wrinkling. At
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Figure 1. Radial hot spot distribution and fit function for
raw data used in (Nonaka et al. 2012).
high densities where the flame is effectively polished by
the high laminar speeds, the turbulent flame speed also
approaches to the laminar flame speed value. Perform-
ing the calculation of the cutoff scale for wrinkling, ηc,
requires a measurement of the turbulence on the filter
scale, u′∆, and makes the physical assumption that the
subgrid turbulence is homogeneous, isotropic, and fol-
lows Kolmogorov’s theory on the filter scale. As shown
by Zingale et al. (2005), buoyancy-driven turbulence be-
comes increasingly homogeneous and isotropic on small
scales, implying the last assumption is valid provided
the filter scale is sufficiently small.
From Nonaka et al. (2012) we obtain the probability
density P (r) of hot spots forming at a certain distance
from the center of mass. Using the raw data and the
same methodology, we create a histogram for such distri-
bution and a fit to this distribution, see Figure 1. Shown
is the probability density function per unit length. Un-
der the assumption that the probability density per vol-
ume only mildly changes near the center of mass, this
implies a P (r)dr ∝ r2dr scaling at low offsets due to
the shrinking volume available for hot spots to occur.
While not exactly fulfilling this consideration, we ob-
tain a reasonable fit using a β-distribution, obtaining
an expectation value of 〈r0〉 = 48 km and a probability
of 2.2% for hot spots forming at r0 < 16 km, the critical
ignition radius determined by Fisher & Jumper (2015).
We simulate the outcomes of varying ignition offsets
for the given progenitor according to the this probabil-
ity distribution and choose a representative range of ini-
tial offsets with an initial bubble radius of R0 = 16 km
shown in Table 2. We utilize both 2D and 3D simula-
tions. The size of the initial bubble is naturally limited
by the simulation resolution. As demonstrated analyt-
ically in (Fisher & Jumper 2015), the flame bubble’s
Table 1. Performed 2D runs with a maximal resolution of
∆ = 0.25 km and initial radius of 2 km.
Offset (km) λfp (km) lfl (km)
4 353.6 40.9
10 141.4 27.2
20 70.7 17.6
50 28.3 8.2
dynamics vastly change at low initial offsets. We em-
ploy 2D simulations to investigate the initial stages of
the bubble dynamics at very high resolution. Moving to
2D is a reasonable strategy in this case, as we are only
interested in the initial, linear phase. In 2D, we employ
a maximal resolution of 0.25 km and an initial bubble
radius of 2 km, at initial offsets ranging from 0− 50 km
as listed in Table 1.
The 3D simulations are evolved until they can un-
dergo a detonation as GCD. The precise conditions un-
der which a DDT may arise are still a matter of active
investigation, though recent three-dimensional simula-
tions may shed further light on this issue (Poludnenko
et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 2018). We adopt conserva-
tive criteria for detonation initiation based upon stud-
ies of the the Zel’dovich gradient mechanism (Seiten-
zahl et al. 2009), which demonstrate that the critical
length above temperatures ' 2 × 109 K at a density
107 g cm−3 become of order 1 km, and a detonation
is deemed likely. Further, in this paper, we evolve all
3D models within the context of the GCD scenario. As
discussed in the introduction, current ab initio calcula-
tions point towards offset single-point ignitions, which
favor both the GCD and DDT scenario over pure de-
flagrations. Because the GCD model involves further
evolution post-bubble breakout, it generally predicts a
greater deflagration energy release than the DDT model,
for an otherwise identical WD progenitor and flame bub-
ble ignition model. Consequently, consideration of the
GCD model yields a lower limit for the mass of 56Ni due
to a lower central density ρc at the time of detonation,
in comparison to DDT models.
Artificial detonations can occur due to temperature
oscillations arising as numerical artifacts from degener-
ate stellar equation of state coupled with hydrodynamics
close to discontinuities (Zingale & Katz 2015). These os-
cillations are particularly striking during the flame bub-
ble’s buoyant rise. In order to prevent detonations aris-
ing from these artifacts, we restrict detonations to occur
in the southern hemisphere (z < 0 km).
6Table 2. Performed 3D runs with a maximal resolution of
∆ = 4 km.
Offset (km) TFI tdet (s) MNi56 (M)
0 3/7 faileda/faileda 0.56/0.35
16 3/7 3.70/2.92 1.08/1.05
20 3/7 3.34/3.27 1.12/1.06
32 3/7 2.61/2.54 1.14/1.14
40 3/7 3.06/2.42 1.09/1.13
50 3/7 2.48/2.31 1.14/1.20
100 3/7 2.26/2.12 1.21/1.20
125 3/7 2.21/2.08 1.22/1.20
aModel fails to detonate.
z
r
0.0s 0.2s 0.4s
50 km
0.6s
Figure 2. Deflagration phase during the first 0.6 s for a 2D
model with 10 km offset, 2 km initial radius and a resolution
of 0.25 km. The dashed line shows z = 0 km. On the
coordinate axis r denotes
√
x2 + y2.
3. RESULTS
We first discuss the early phase of bubble evolution.
The early linear phase of evolution is similar in both
2D and 3D, so we investigate the early linear evolution
in high-resolution 2D models and compare these against
semi-analytic predictions. We then move on to exam-
ine the subsequent nonlinear evolution through breakout
and detonation in full 3D, which we also evolve starting
with the linear phase, but at lower resolution.
3.1. Early Linear Evolution in 2D
Figure 2 shows the slices of the flame bubble’s evolu-
tion in its laminar phase for r0 = 10 km. The burned
material grows spherically as long as the buoyant veloc-
ity is small and the bubble’s size stays below the flame
polishing scale. As the bubble grows, the acceleration
for material at the northern and southern flame front
start to differ and the bubble becomes elongated along
the initial offset’s direction until a plume forms at the
northern front. Interestingly, the southern flame front’s
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Figure 3. Bubble evolutionary tracks shown for both 2D
hydrodynamic simulations as well as for the analytic solution
in (Fisher & Jumper 2015). The plot shows the bubble
radius R versus offset radius r. The evolution of different
initial offsets r0 is shown as the solid curve for simulations
and as the dashed curve for the analytical solution. The
dots represent time steps of 0.1 s, starting with 0.0 s. States
above the dotted line have burned through the white dwarf’s
center of mass.
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Figure 4. Position of the southern flame front rs as a func-
tion of time t after ignition. Line style and color are chosen
as in Figure 3.
laminar speed seems to be countered by the background
flow from the buoyant rise at the northern front.
In Figure 3, we show the evolution of the flame bub-
ble’s radius R(r) as a function of the bubble offset r(t).
For the simulation data, the volume-equivalent spherical
radius (R = 3
√
3V/4pi) deduced from the burned volume
V is shown. We compare our results from the initial
phase of linear growth with the analytic model presented
in (Fisher & Jumper 2015) and find them to be in good
agreement for the first tenths of seconds, particularly for
7larger initial offsets. The analytic description starts to
fail as the velocity from the buoyant rise becomes inho-
mogeneous across the bubble, effectively stretching the
bubble due to a lower speed at the southern flame front.
Figure 4 shows the position of the southern flame front’s
position for the analytic and numerical evolution, which
start to differ as the analytic solution does not incorpo-
rate an inhomogeneous velocity/acceleration field. The
resulting elongation gives rise to a stem being left be-
hind the rising plume at the northern front. Even when
the southern flame front crosses the center of mass it
will not buoyantly rise towards the opposite pole but is
confined close to the center of mass on the relevant time-
scale due to the background flow caused by the buoyant
rise of the ash on the northern hemisphere.
3.2. Non-linear Evolution and Detonation
With formation of a rising plume the evolution be-
comes non-linear and depends on the imposed flame
model as presented in Section 2. To capture the flame’s
turbulent rise, we evolve 3D models from ignition to det-
onation for the parameters listed in Table 2. As we find
the 3D runs to remain mostly symmetric, we show slices
in the z-x plane restricted by x ≥ 0 km and y = 0 km.
Figure 5 and 6 show the evolution of the white dwarf
for 20 km and 100 km offset. Figure 7 also shows the
evolution of a 20 km offset model, but without enhanced
burning that the prior two models use. Because the evo-
lutionary timescales for each run depend on the initial
conditions chosen, the slices for each run are chosen with
respect to the state of the flame, and not in absolute
time. In particular, in each plot, the first frame shows
the breakout of the flame at the star’s surface. The next
frame depicts the post-breakout flame crossing the z = 0
equator on the star’s surface. The last frame shows the
model just prior to detonation across from the point of
breakout.
While low offsets also have a slightly larger distance to
the WD’s surface, the evolution of shown models demon-
strate the delay to breakout in comparison to larger off-
sets due to the smaller buoyant force near the center of
mass, increasing the breakout time by roughly 0.3 s for
r0 = 20 km over r0 = 100 km. Smaller initial offsets,
lead to a slightly increased plume size both in radial and
tangential direction with respect to the center of mass
across different initial offsets.
After breakout, the flame front travels around the
white dwarf and eventually reaches the point opposing
the point of breakout. Material of the envelope is pushed
in front of this flame front into this opposing point. At
larger offsets than 40 km, such as the shown 100 km
run, the ram pressure building up suffices to trigger a
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Figure 5. Time series for run with enhanced burning at an
offset of 100 km in three stages: Breakout, equator crossing
and prior to detonation. Slices are shown in the positive
quadrant of the x-z plane with y = 0 km with r =
√
x2 + y2.
The colormap indicates the amount of burned material φfa.
The solid line shows the density contour for ρ = 107g cm−3.
detonation before the ash reaches the opposing point.
For smaller offsets than roughly 40 km, such as the runs
with an initial offset of 20 km, the ram pressure is insuf-
ficient to trigger a detonation upon the flame reaching
the opposite pole and a detonation only occurs after a
subsequent partial recontraction of the white dwarf de-
laying the detonation. For some offsets lower than the
shown 20 km, the white dwarf might not detonate upon
recontraction either.
The difference of the enhanced burning model seems
to be only moderate for the shown slices at offset r0 =
20 km. The evolutionary phases represented by the
slices coincide between flame models, while without en-
hanced burning a larger fraction of the material ejected
from the white dwarf seems to be burned.
Figure 8 shows the estimated 56Ni yield over time rel-
ative to the time of ignition. The 56Ni yield in each
model is obtained from the electron mass fraction Ye,
and by assuming the neutronization of IGE occurs in
equal parts by mass of 54Fe and 58Ni for all Ye, which
holds within 2% in tabulated yields from previous mod-
els (Meakin et al. 2009; Townsley et al. 2009). The rapid
increase of MNi56 occurring at t & 2.0 s indicates the on-
set of detonation, except for offset r0 = 0 km, where a
large growth sets in at t = 1.0 s due to turbulent defla-
gration.
We classify the progenitor’s evolution into three dif-
ferent classes: failed, GCD and PGCD. The PGCD sce-
nario introduced by (Jordan et al. 2012) shows a strong
recontraction phase (2 · tdet,GCD . tdet,PGCD) due a
significantly increased deflagration yield from a many-
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Figure 6. Time series for run with enhanced burning at an
offset of 20 km analogous to Figure 5.
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Figure 7. Time series for run without enhanced burning at
an offset of 20 km analogous to Figure 5.
bubble-ignition setup. Given the smaller deflagration
yields in our simulations due to the single ignition hot
spot, PGCDs here only show a mild recontraction (as
e.g. indicated by the evolution of the central density),
making the transition between PGCDs and GCDs grad-
ual: Sometimes, there is no detonation upon buildup
of ram pressure but only when the fuel-ash mixture
reaches the southern pole even if no clear recontraction
is present. We therefore do not impose a binary criterion
between those scenarios.
As Figure 9 and Table 2 show, the 56Ni yield seems
to converge towards roughly 1.21 M at large offsets
r ' 100 km with the progenitors undergoing the GCD
scenario. As suspected by (Fisher & Jumper 2015) the
56Ni yield decreases with lower initial offset as visualized
in Figure 9. For runs . 40 km a transition towards
PGCD-like scenarios takes place. The transition is not
monotonic, but has a stochastic component whether the
ram pressure from the initial deflagration will suffice for
an imminent detonation or not. For example, in our
simulations a 32 km offset suffices for a GCD, despite
the onset of a PGCD already at r0 = 40 km.
At some point we might expect the PGCD scenario
to fail. However, we lack the spatial resolution at very
small radial offsets to determine the location of this tran-
sition. Thus, we are left with the artificial case of central
ignition for which the 56Ni yield from deflagration in-
creases to 0.56 M/0.35 M (TFI/no TFI), depending
on the flame model. However, there is no detonation so
that the total yield drops to these values as compared
to higher initial offsets. Due to the numerical expense
of resolving the energy generating regions at maximal
resolution with AMR, we had to derefine to a maximal
resolution of ∆ = 8 km at t = 2.00/1.82 s for the no
TFI/TFI scenarios with r0 = 0 km. Based on our pa-
rameter sampling, the transition from PGCD to failed
must occur at 0 km < r0 < 16 km for the chosen pro-
genitor.
At large offsets, the yields with and without enhanced
burning model vary only marginally. However, at lower
offsets the enhanced burning significantly adds to the
56Ni yield, particularly for the failed events where dif-
ferences add up to 60%, but also for PGCD events in
the order of up to 10%.
3.3. Likelihood of 56Ni Yields
We next compute the probability distribution of
MNi56 outcomes for the presented GCD SD channel
models. The transformation from the hot spot proba-
bility distribution P (r0) to the probability distribution
P (MNi56) of
56Ni outcomes is given as
P (MNi56) =
∑
r0∈g−1(MNi56)
P (r0)
|g′(r0)| . (2)
Here g(r0) ≡MNi56(r0) is the amount of 56Ni produced
as a function of offset radius r0. P (r0) is the hot spot
distribution found in (Zingale et al. 2011) shown in Fig-
ure 1. This relationship may be derived from Bayes’
Theorem with minimal assumptions. We start with
P (MNi56|r0)P (r0) = P (r0|MNi56)P (MNi56), (3)
and assume a simplification that the 56Ni yield is solely
determined by the offset position, leaving out possible
uncertainties from velocity flow and early bifurcations
arising in the turbulent phase, one finds
P (MNi56|r0) = δ(gMNi56(r0)−MNi56),
P (r0|MNi56) = δ(r0 − g−1(MNi56)),
9Here δ(x) is the Dirac delta distribution. Finally, using
the identity
δ(f(x)) =
∑
i
δ(x− xi)
|f ′(xi)| , (4)
where we sum over the roots xi of f(x), we can rewrite
equation 3 as equation (2).
Even for a very similar stellar structure, we expect bi-
furcations arising from the turbulent nature of the flame
bubble’s buoyant rise affecting the final 56Ni yield. In
our computations, we see a similar phenomenon from
slight offset changes and perturbations of the initial
flame bubble. Therefore, the yields we obtained do not
need to follow a monotonous relationship as only one
possible realization is drawn at a given offset. Given
the numerical expense, neither can we evaluate multi-
ple runs at the same offset with slightly modified stel-
lar structure or flame bubble, nor can we afford to run
more models at different offsets. However, if deemed
significant, additional parameters such as varied back-
ground velocity field, could easily be incorporated by
marginalizing over such parameters. With our limited
data sample we nevertheless try to obtain insights into
the resulting spread of 56Ni yields given the stochastic
nature of the initial ignition offset. To do so, we impose
a strictly monotonous fit function for MNi56(r0) with an
asymptotic yield at high offsets r0 for which we use
y(r0) =
ymax + ∆y
2
+
ymax −∆y
2
· tanh (s · (r0 − rs)) ,
(5)
where ymax is the asymptotic yield at high offsets, ∆y
the spread between the two asymptotic branches, rs the
position of the turning point and s characterizes the
sensitivity of the 56Ni yield with respect to the initial
offset r0. We fix the asymptotic yield to the approximate
value ymax found earlier.
The resulting distributions P (MNi56) for our progeni-
tor model with and without enhanced burning are shown
in Figure 10. We show the probability distributions for
events with offsets larger than 16 km, accounting for
97.8% of the ignitions. The distribution shows a slightly
larger spread for the non-TFI models due to the lower
56Ni yield at low ignition offsets. Nevertheless, we find
that the majority of ignitions result in a very confined
56Ni yield.
For given hot spot distribution P (r0) and the out-
comes MNi56(r0) of the simulated progenitor, we get a
stochastic spread P (MNi56) outcomes that is strongly fa-
vors overluminous events with a 56Ni yield of ∼ 1.2 M
with a standard deviation of σ ∼ 0.03. However, the
total spread in outcomes of detonating models δ =
max(MNi56(r0)) − min(MNi56(r0)) due to the stochas-
ticity of hot spots forming is significantly larger. We are
limited by the hydrodynamic resolution, but find that
δ & 0.2M.
We find σ  δ for both TFI and no TFI models as the
56Ni yield is already close to asymptotic value of 1.21M
at radii r0 ∼ 50 km, which is the most likely point of
ignition for the assumed hot spot distribution. For a
hot spot distribution peaking closer to the WD’s center
of mass, the standard deviation could be significantly
higher. The exact shape of the left tail of the distribu-
tion is highly uncertain as it depends on the chosen fit
function given our sparse sampling. Similarly, we ex-
pect modeling uncertainties, e.g. due to the lack of a
velocity field, to propagate most severely into the 56Ni
yield and the resulting probability distribution at low
offset radii as the buoyant evolution can be strongly en-
hanced or delayed. Other stochastic parameters, such
as the state of the WD’s velocity field, were not consid-
ered, but would have to be marginalized over to obtain
probability distribution in a more elaborate study.
4. DISCUSSION
We have shown how the ignition offset probability dis-
tribution directly links to a range of SNe Ia outcomes,
parameterized by the 56Ni yield. This range of SNe Ia
outcomes is intrinsically connected to the turbulent con-
vective velocity field in the near-MCh WD progenitor,
which causes the ignition of the SD channel to be in-
herently stochastic and unpredictable. The physics of
the SD channel is complex and is subject to numerous
modeling uncertainties: the pre-WD stellar evolution,
accretion from the companion, possibly impacting the
WD initial composition and structure, the physics of the
simmering phase leading up to ignition, and the physics
of turbulent nuclear burning and detonation. In the fol-
lowing, we discuss this range of modeling uncertainties
and to what extent each of these effects may impact our
conclusions.
Another crucial piece of physics underlying both the
simmering phase and the nuclear burning within the SNe
Ia is the rate for C12 + C12 fusion. Recent experiments
have measured this reaction rate for the first time for
center-of-mass energies in the range of 0.8 - 2.5 MeV,
and demonstrated using the Trojan horse method, an
enhancement in the cross sections by as much as a factor
of 25 in a key temperature range relevant to SNe Ia (Tu-
mino et al. 2018). While this work has been contested
by other authors (Mukhamedzhanov & Pang 2018) (and
subsequently rebutted – Tumino et al. (2018) ), and will
ultimately await additional confirmation, it is important
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to recognize the possible impact which uncertainties in
this key reaction rate may have upon the SNe Ia mod-
eling. A higher reaction rate would increase the flame
speed and might particularly change the MNi56 outcomes
at low offsets where the buoyant evolution is most sen-
sitive to changes of our fiducial model.
In this work, we have incorporated the statistical dis-
tribution of ignition points drawn from actual three-
dimensional simulations of the convective simmering
phase of near-MCh WDs leading up to ignition. While
this approach has clear advantages over the majority
of prior work, which typically adopted ignition points
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Figure 10. Probability density function for Nickel 56 yields
based on simulations and the hot spot probability density
function.
in an arbitrary fashion, it is nonetheless still limited by
the fact that there has only been one high-quality three-
dimensional simmering phase simulation in a single WD
progenitor completed to date. The simulation has been
performed at increasing resolution, and the distribution
of hot spot offsets appears to be converged (Zingale et al.
2011; Nonaka et al. 2012; Malone et al. 2014). However,
it is conceivable that the distribution of hot spots could
be more centrally-condensed in WD progenitors with
higher central density.
The mechanism underlying the initiation of detona-
tion plays an important role in SNe Ia theory, and much
effort has focused upon whether the detonation mech-
anism in a near-MCh SD scenario is a DDT or GCD
(Ro¨pke et al. 2007b; Seitenzahl et al. 2016; Dave et al.
2017). For example, because the DDT detonates prior
to bubble breakout, the stratification of the 56Ni and
IGEs is generally more centrally condensed, in broader
agreement with observations of high MNi56, overlumi-
nous SNe Ia like 91T (Seitenzahl et al. 2016). In the
current work, we have focused upon the GCD mecha-
nism in our simulations in inferring the intrinsic vari-
ation of the 56Ni production resulting from stochastic
ignition. However, if we were to have instead adopted a
DDT criterion for detonation initiation, the 56Ni distri-
bution would be even more heavily left-skewed. This is
because, given identically the same WD progenitor and
ignition point, the DDT detonates prior to breakout,
and consequently always results in a less pre-expanded
WD progenitor than a GCD (Dave et al. 2017). As a re-
sult, the conclusion that the stochastic variance in 56Ni
yields is small, and the mean 56Ni yield is large, is not
qualitatively modified under the DDT scenario.
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In this work, we have begun with a quiescent WD,
although the ignition arises in the WD interior, which
is itself convective, and as a consequence of the trans-
port of angular momentum from the accretion stream,
may itself be rotating. Indeed, recent work has shown
that the effect of rotation may be significant enough
to weaken the convergence in the detonation region of
a classical GCD (Garc´ıa-Senz et al. 2016), although a
PGCD might still be possible. Furthermore, at low ig-
nition offsets, the magnitude of the initial convective ve-
locity field may have an impact on the early flame bub-
ble’s evolution, and thus the 56Ni yield. As we start our
simulations with zero velocity, this adds an additional
uncertainty in the resulting MNi56 distribution. On the
one hand, there is turbulence on small scales, distorting
the flame front early on. Expected velocities for this
are small (∼ 10 km/s) with regard to the laminar flame
speed (∼ 100 km/s), so that the flame bubble’s spheri-
cality is still mostly unaffected until broken by its buoy-
ant rise. Minor shifts in a possible failed-to-detonated
transition radius might be to be expected. On the other
hand, there is a possibility of the ignition point to occur
in a larger convective flow. If such hot spots form in con-
vectively outward moving regions as found by (Nonaka
et al. 2012), this will further decrease the probability for
ignitions that burn through the WD’s center. (Malone
et al. 2014) ran a series of numerical simulations similar
to our setup for the deflagration phase, but additionally
include a comparison of a setup with self-consistent con-
vective velocity field and one without any velocity field.
In these simulations, the authors find the influence of
the initial flow field to increase as the initial ignition
point is set closer to the center of mass, particularly for
an exactly centered ignition.
Stellar composition influences the final nucleosyn-
thetic yield of a SD SNe Ia through a variety of ef-
fects. The CNO metals of the WD stellar progenitor
ultimately yield 22Ne during He burning. Umeda et al.
(1999) suggested that a variation in the carbon abun-
dance within the progenitor WD in the single-degenerate
channel would impact the production of 56Ni. In partic-
ular, Umeda et al. (1999) conjectured that WDs with a
richer C/O ratio would lead to a more turbulent flame,
an earlier transition from deflagration to detonation at
higher densities, and hence a greater production of 56Ni.
Timmes et al. (2003) demonstrated both analytically
and numerically that the neutron excess carried by 22Ne
results in a decrease in the MNi56 of the SN Ia event, in
direct proportion to the abundance of 22Ne. Towns-
ley et al. (2009) further considered a range of addi-
tional compositional effects influencing the final nucle-
osynthetic yields, including the ignition density, the en-
ergy release, the flame speed, the WD structure, and the
density at which a possible deflagration-to-detonation
transition arises. The simulations with 22Ne mass frac-
tions increasing from 0 to 0.02, which were run long
enough to determine a final 56Ni yield, demonstrate that
the combination of these effects result in a roughly 10%
decrease in MNi56. Similarly, we expect a slight decrease
in MNi56 based on complementary work by Jackson et al.
(2010) investigating the impact of the 22Ne content on
the DDT density and the resulting 56Ni mass.
Computational simulations of single-degenerate SNe
Ia have subsequently explored the influence of varying
the C/O ratio within the progenitor WD in the con-
text of the DDT model (Krueger et al. 2010; Ohlmann
et al. 2014). These investigations have demonstrated
that higher C/O ratios yield more energetic and more
luminous SNe Ia.
Taken together, this body of work on SD SNe Ia gener-
ally supports the view that stellar progenitor C/O ratio
and metallicity play a role in determining the brightness
of a SN Ia event. However, at the same time, these mod-
els have demonstrated that additional free parameters,
including both the number and distribution of ignition
points, as well as the DDT transition density, have a
combined effect on the explosion energy comparable to
that of the C/O ratio and stellar progenitor metallicity.
Moreover, based upon this body of work, the combined
influence of both a decrease in the C/O ratio and an
increase in the stellar progenitor metallicity from the
values assumed here (50/50 and 0, respectively), would
result in a 10% - 20% decrease in the 56Ni yields, which
would quantitatively impact our predicted MNi56 distri-
bution, but not alone yield a distribution more closely
resembling normal SNe Ia.
Most simulation models of near-MCh WDs adopt a
central density ρc ' 2× 109 g cm−3, as we have in this
paper. Because the electron capture rates are highly
sensitive to the density, higher-central density WDs gen-
erally produce greater amounts of stable IGE, and a
lower 56Ni yield. Higher central density WDs signifi-
cantly overproduce (relative to solar) a range of neutron-
rich isotopes, including 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, and 62Ni, and
as a consequence, were generally excluded from con-
sideration as near-MCh WD progenitors (Meyer et al.
1996; Nomoto et al. 1997; Woosley 1997; Brachwitz et al.
2000). However, if SD near-MCh WDs constitute a small
fraction of all SNe Ia, such high-central density WDs
may not be rare occurrences. If the central density of
the near-MCh WD is indeed higher than ρc ' 2 × 109
g cm−3, then the flame speed and the consequent de-
flagration energy release can be greater than considered
here. This can in turn lead to greater pre-expansion and
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a reduced amount of 56Ni as shown in 2D simulations
(Krueger et al. 2012; Dave et al. 2017), possibly consis-
tent with a normal or even a failed SNe Ia. However,
the qualitative outcome of an increased higher central
density can vary as shown by Seitenzahl et al. (2011).
In their 3D numerical study of the DDT scenario, the
authors of the latter study show that the central den-
sity is only a secondary parameter. However, their study
assumed multipoint ignition over a wide range of igni-
tion kernels. When single point ignitions are adopted,
increased electron capture rates at higher central densi-
ties lead to higher abundances of neutron-rich iron peak
elements at the expense of 56Ni (Dave et al. 2017).
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the impact of a sin-
gle initial ignition’s offset r0 for a single ignition point
of a deflagration flame bubble in a fiducial 50/50 C/O
WD with a central density of 2.2 × 109 g cm−3 and an
adiabatic temperature profile leading up to Type Ia su-
pernovae in the GCD scenario.
We showed that a transition to failed SNe Ia (i.e. those
events lacking a GCD) occurs as r0 falls below some off-
set below 16 km. Even for those white dwarfs detonat-
ing, the 56Ni yield spawns a range of outcomes changing
by 10− 20% with a decreasing yield as r0 approach the
radius where no detonation is triggered.
Summarizing our key conclusions:
1. Stochastic range of outcomes. For chosen progen-
itor this corresponds to a spread of δ & 0.2 M
for detonating models, even though the MNi56 dis-
tribution is strongly left-skewed so that low MNi56
are unlikely for the given probability distribution.
This range of outcomes is stochastic and will add
onto other variations from the different progeni-
tors’ stellar structure and evolution.
2. For non-centered ignitions, all ignitions lead up to
an overluminous SNe Ia. We do not find a viable
scenario from a single bubble ignition leading to
a normal Type Ia for the progenitor used here,
which is also commonly referenced in literature.
This disfavors single degenerate progenitors as a
contributing channel to failed and normal type Ia
SNe. If this channel was to contribute to failed
and normal type Ia supernovae, this would require
readjustment and better understanding of the stel-
lar structure and evolution, and flame dynamics.
3. (Quasi-)symmetric deflagrations around the cen-
ter of mass, as commonly used in numerical stud-
ies, are most likely artificial constructs: Ignitions
very close to the center are rare as shown by Non-
aka et al. (2012) and even if such events occur, a
strong asymmetry evolves as a background flow in
direction of the outermost flame front counteracts
the burning into other directions as numerically
demonstrated here for offsets as small as 4 km.
However, future in-depth studies on the likelihood
of multi-ignition occurrences and their correlations
with the turbulent velocity field might leave room
for rare occurrences of symmetric deflagrations.
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